
13.4 Bacterial Conjugation 

The initial evidence for bacterial conjugation, the transfer of ge- 
netic information by direct cell to cell contact, came from an cle-
gant experiment performed by Joshua Lederberg and Edward L 
Tatum in 1946. They mixed two auxotrophic strains, incubated 
the culture for several hours in nutrient medium, and then plated 
it on minimal medium. To reduce the chance that their results 

Bio Phe Cys' Thr Leu Thi 
Prototrophic colonies 

were due to simple reversion, they used double and triple aux 
otrophs on the assumption that two or three reversions would not 
often occur simultaneously. For example, one strain required bi- 

otin (Bio). phenylalanine (Phe), and cysteine (Cys for 

growth, and another needed threonine (Thr ), leucine (Leu) 
and thiamine (Thi ). Recombinant prototrophic colonies ap- 
peared on the minimal medium after incubation (figure 13.12) 
Thus the chromosomes of the two auxotrophs were able to asso 
ciate and undergo recombination. 

Lederberg and Tatum did not directly prove that physical
contact of the cells was necessary for gene transfer. This evi 
dence was provided by Bernard Davis (1950), who constructed 
a U tube consisting of two pieces of curved glass tubing fused 
at the base to form a U shape with a fritted glass filter betwecen 

the halves. The filter allows the passage of media but not bacte 

Figure 13.12 Evidence for Bacterial Conjugation. Lederberg and 
Tatum s demonstration of genetic recombination using triple 
auxotrophs. See text for details. 

FXFT Mating 
In 1952 William Hayes demonstrated that the gene transfer ob- 
served by Lederberg and Tatum was polar, That is, there were def 
inite donor (F) and recipient (F) strains, and gene transfer was 
nonreciprocal. He also found that in F XF mating the progeny
were only rarely changed with regard to auxotrophy (that is, bac- 

terial genes were not often transferred), but F strainsfrequently
became F. 

These results are readily explained in terms of the F factor 
previously described (figure 13,5). The F strain contains an ex-
trachromosomal F factor carrying the genes for pilus formation 
and plasmid transfer. During F XF mating or conjugation, the 
F factor replicates by the rolling-circle mechanism, and a copy 

ria. The U tube was filled with nutrient medium and each side 

inoculated with a different auxotrophic strain of E. coli (figure
13.13). During incubation, the medium was pumped back and 
forth through the filter to ensure medium exchange bet ween the 
halves. After a 4 hour incubation, the bacteria were plated on 

minimal medium. Davis discovered that when the two aux- 
otrophic strains were separated from each other by the fine fil- 
ter, gene transfer could not take place. Therefore direct contact 
was required for the recombination that Lederberg and Tatum 

had observed.
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Figure 13.13 The U-Tube Experiment.The U-tube expeiment
used to show that geneticrecombination by conjugation requires direct 
physical contact between bacteria. See text for details. Fritted glass filter 

moves to the recipient (figure 13.144) The entering strand is 

copied to produce double-stranded DNA Because bacterial chro- 

mosome genes are rarely transferred with the independent F fac- 

tor, the recombination frequency is low. It is still not completely 
clear how the plasmid moves betwee bacteria. The sex pilus or 
F pilus joins the donor and recipient and may contract to draw 
them together. The channel for DNA transfer could be either the 
hollow F pilus or a special conjugation bridge formed upon con- 
tact. The rolling-circle mechanism of DNA replicution (p 236) 

Although most research on plasmids and conjugation has 

been done using E. coli and other gram-negative bacteria, self 
transmissible plasmids are present in gram-positive bacterial gen- 
era such as Bacillus, Streptococcus, Enterococcus, Staphylococ 
Cus, and Streptomyces. Much less is known about these systems 
It appears that fewer transfer genes are involved, possibly because 
a sex pilus does not seem to be required for plasmid transfer. For 
example, Enterococcus faecalis recipient cells release short pep 
tide chemical signals that activate transfer genes in donor cells 
containing the proper plasmid. Donor and recipient cells directly 
adhere to one another through special plasmid-encoded proteins 
released by the activated donor cell. Plasmid transfer then occurs. 

quences present on both the plasmid and host chromosomes. When 
integrated. the F plasmid's tra operon is still functional: the plas 
mid can direct the synthesis of pili, carry out rolling-circlereplica 
tion, and transfer genetic material to an F recipient cell. Such a 
donor is called an Hfr strain (for high frequency of recombination) 
because it exhibits a very high efficiency of chromosomal gene 
transfer in comparison with F cells. DNA transfer begins when 
the integrated F factor is nicked at its site of transfer origin (figure 
13.14b). As it is replicated, the chromosome moves through the 
pilus or conjugation bridge connecting the donor and recipient. Be 
cause only part of the F factor is transferred at the start (the initial 
break is within the F plasmid), theF recipient does not become 
F unless the whole chromosome is transferred. Transfer is san- 
dardized at 100 minutes in E. coli, and the connection usually 
breaks before this process is finished. Thus a complete F factor 
usually is not transferred, and the recipient remains F 

As mentioned earlier, when an Hfr strain participates in con 
jugation, bacterial genes are frequently transferred to the recipi- 
ent. Gene transfer can be in either a clockwise or counterclock- 
wise direction around the circular chromosome, depending on the 
orientation of the integrated F factor. After the replicated donor 
chromosome enters the recipient cell, it may be degraded or in- 
corporated into the F genome by recombination. 

Hfr Conjugation 

Because certain donor strains transfer bacterial genes with great ef- 
F Coniugation



chromosome enters the recipient cell, it may be degraded or in- 

corporated into the F genome by recombination. Hfr Conjugation 

Because certain donor strains transfer bacterial genes with great ef- 
ficiency and do not usually change rocipient bacteria to donors, a 
second type of conjugation must exist. The F factor is an episome 
and can integrate into the bacterial chromosome at several different 
locations by recombination between homologous insertion se- 

F Conjugation 

Because the F plasmid is an episome, it can leave the bacterial 
chromosome. Sometimes during this process the plasmid makes 
an error in excision and picks up a portion of the chromosomal 
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Figure 13.14 The Mechanism of Bacterial Conjugation. ()F xF mating. (h) Hi xF mating (the 
integrated F factor is shown in red) 



Hfr material to form an F plasnmid (figure 13.15a). It is not unusual 

to observe the inclusion of one or more genes in excised F plas- 

mids. The P cell retains all of its genes, although some of them 
are on the plasmid, and still mates only with an F recipient 
xF conjugation is virtually identical with F X F mating 

Once again, the plasmid is transferred. but usually bacterial genes 
on the chromosome are not (figure 13.15b). Bacterial genes on 
the F plasmid are transfered with it and need not be incorporated 
into the recipient chromosome to be expressed. The recipient be- 
comes F and is a partially diploid merozygote sinceit has tw 
sets of the genes camied by the plasmid. In this way specific bac- 

terial genes may spread rapidly throughout a bacterial population. 
Such transfer of bacterial genes is often called sexduction 

Fconjugation is very important to the microbial geneticist.

A partial diploid's behavior shows whether the allele caried by 
an F plasmid is dominant or recessive to the chromosomal gene 
The formation of F plasmids also is useful in mapping the chro-

mosome since if two genes are picked up by an F factor they nmust 

be neighbors. 

De-integration 
including part of 
bacterial chromosome 

a 
Pilus connects cells 

1. What is bacterial conjugation and how was it discovered 
2. Distinguish between F Hfr. and F strains of E coli with 

respect to their physical nature and role in conjugation. 

3. Describe in some detail how FXFand Hfir conjugation 
processes proceed, and distinguish between the two in terms of 
mechanism and the final results. 

4. What is P conjugation and why is it so usctul o the microbial 
geneticist? How does the F plasmid diften fromregula 
plasmid? What is sexduction? 

13.5 DNA Transformation 
plasmid replicated 

and transfered 
The second way in which DNA can move between bacLeria s 
through transformation, discovered by Fred riffith in928 
Transformation is the uptake by a cell of a naked DNA molecule 
or fragment from the medium and the incorporation o his mol 
ecule into the recipient chromosome in a heritable form. In natu 
ral transformation the DNA comes rommdonor bacterium.he 
process is random, and any portion ofgeno ay be trans 
ferred belween bacteria 

When bacteria lyse, they release Considerable amounls o DNA 
into the surrounding environnienhese gments may be rela 
tively large and contain severgl genes. alragment contacls acom 
petent coell, one able to lake up DNA and be lransfommed, i can be 
bound to the cel and aken inside (igurg 131a) The ranslorma 
tion frequency of very compoten cells arond 10or mos ge 
era when n excesS Of DNAs Usedhat is. aboOU One ce nevery 
thousand Will lake upand integrate thegenc onmpetency IS ACon 
plex phenomenon and is dependent on Several conditions. Baceria 
need to b n a certain stage of erowth or xampleSCane 

M gution. Due to un eor in exciSion. the A 
gene o un cell s picked uP by the Pactor (h) The A gene is then 
nsiemed to pint dunng conjugation

o 10 prote etent during he ial phase when the popul ed or ransformation. Natural trans 
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Figure 13.17 The Mechanism of Transformation. (I)) A long 
double-stranded DNA molecule binds to the surface with the aid of a 
DNA-binding protein () and is nicked by a nuclease (). 2) One 
strand is degraded by the nuclease. (3) The undegraded strand 
associates with a competence-specifie protein () (4) The single 
strand enters the cel and is integrated into the host chromosome in 
place of the homologous region of the host DNA. integraton by 

nonreciprocal 
recombination 

OR Degradation 

Azotobacter and Pseudomonas. Other genera also may be capable 
of transformation Gene transfer by this process occurs in soil and 
marine environments and may be an important route of genetic ex- 
change in nature. 

The mechanism of transformation has been intensively stud- 
ed in SPneumoniae (tigure 13.17). A competent cell bindssa 
double-stranded DNA ragment if the fragment is nmoderately arge the process s random, and donor fragments compete with Cach othe The DNA then is cleaved by endonucleases to double- 
Stranded ragments about 5 to 15 kilobases in size. DNA uptake 
requires energy expenditure, One strand is hydrolyzed by an en velope assOclcd ex onuclease during uptake; the other strand as soclates With smallproteins and moves through the plasma mem brane. he Single sranded ragment can then align with a homolog0Us region o the genome and be integrated, probably by a mechanis similar to that depicted in figure 13.3. 

Transfommation in HaemophilAs inluenzae, a gram-negative bacteriun iters ram thar in S Pneumaaiae in several respects. Haemophius does O produce a competence factor to stimulate the development ot compekence, and it takes up DNA from only Closely related species Speuoniae is less particular aboutL the SOurce of s DNA) Double-stranded DNA complexed with pro- Kens. aken n membranc esicles. The SPecificity of HaemophlusLranstomation uc to a SPecial base pai se quence 5AAGTGCGCTCA3) that is repecated over 400 times in H. influenzae DNA DNA must have his sequence to be bound aro 
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